Oakland Mews
Contractor
Total Build
Brick type
Hampton Rural Blend
Cradley Special Brick
Location
Strumpshaw, Norfolk
Sector
Residential

Oakland Mews is a 21-plot residential development set
within the village of Strumpshaw, Norfolk. Based on the
site of a former factory, this high-quality development
of detached and semi-detached dwellings delivers
modern, spacious living, respectfully designed and
crafted to the very highest specification using quality
materials, including Hampton Rural Blend brick and
Cradley Brick Specials, produced by Forterra.
Aware of the site’s historic significance and agricultural
location, the contractor, Total Build East Anglia Ltd,
committed to using traditional materials and building
methods that were in keeping with the area and
delivered on its vision to bring an appealing and
exclusive development to Strumpshaw.
Total Build East Anglia Ltd consulted building materials
supplier MKM Building Supplies Norwich to help
find the appropriate bricks and tiles for the houses.
It wanted a traditional red-brick style, which matched
the look of a former factory that occupied the site
previously and preserved the area’s heritage. Total
Build selected the stock-thrown Hampton Rural
Blend brick for the facing brick walls. The rustic red
brick, tarnished with blackened flashes, perfectly
complements the slate grey Cradley Brick Specials
copings and cappings, and the dark timber cladding on
the properties.
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Hampton Rural Blend is part of Forterra’s
Ecostock range of pressed and thrown
bricks manufactured at its Measham factory,
which uses ground-breaking technology in
sustainability and production efficiency to deliver
advanced colour consistency, dimensional
accuracy and quality.
“An old factory used to be on the site of the
development,” said Jason Hilldrup, Brick, Block,
Tile and Architectural Masonry Specialist at
MKM Norwich. “It was an attractive, traditional
red-brick building, directors Andy Brown and
Lindsey George of Total Build wanted to ensure
the new development was in keeping with what
had been there previously.
“We reviewed some options together, looking
for a brick that looked old and traditional, and
they went for the Hampton Rural Blend facing
brick and black-slate coloured Cradley Specials
copings and cappings. The combination of the
two flowed together nicely, and for the price
and style, the bricks ticked all their boxes. The
bricklayers and cream-coloured mortar choices
have been great too. It’s come together really
nicely, creating a fantastic site that has modern
touches but keeps the traditional style.”

